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STAFF REPORT 
Planning and Development Department  

  

Subject: Plan Update – Roosters 
To: CAO for Planning Advisory Committee, February 15, 2022 
Date Prepared: February 9, 2022 
Related Motions: C21(327) 
Prepared by: Debbie Uloth, Project Planner 
Approved by: John Woodford, Director of Planning and Development 

 

Summary 
As part of the ongoing plan update, Planning staff are preparing background papers to discuss and propose 
approaches to different land use issues within the Municipality. The current background paper addresses Motion 
C21(327) …that Council direct staff to review this matter [letter from Alana Croft regarding roosters] during 
the planning update for the zoned area and staff notify the residents that this will be undertaken in the plan 
review. A copy of the letter from Ms. Croft has been attached as Appendix A for the information of Planning 
Advisory Committee.   
 
 

Financial Impact Statement 
The Community Plan Update has been budgeted for in 2021/2022 Municipal Budget. 
 
 

Recommendation 
Authorize staff to amend the LUB to prohibit roosters in areas of the Municipality serviced by water and/or 
wastewater.  
 
 

Recommended Motion  
Planning Advisory Committee recommends that Council:  

• authorize staff to draft proposed amendments to the Official Community Plan in regards to 
prohibiting roosters in areas of the Municipality serviced by water and/or wastewater services, 
as presented to Executive Committee on February 15, 2022 and outlined in this staff report.  
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Background 
In response to Motion C21(327), Planning staff have prepared proposed amendments to the Land Use Bylaw to 
prohibit property owners from owning roosters in the areas of the Municipality where Municipal water and 
wastewater services are provided. Amendments are proposed to be implemented as part of the Municipal Plan 
Update, in accordance with Council’s motion. Council’s motion was initiated by a complaint from a resident. 
The initial email to Council and follow-up email in response to Council’s discussion has been attached as 
Appendix A for the information of Planning Advisory Committee.  
 
The current Land Use Regulations regarding the Keeping of Poultry was adopted by Council in 2018 and is only 
applicable to the comprehensive planned portion of the Municipality. Current regulations allow residents in a 
single unit dwelling or a two unit dwelling to have poultry for personal use as long as they are kept on the 
owner’s property.  
 

 
In July of 2021, Council passed Motion C21(240), to apply the current Keeping of Poultry regulations (Section 
3.41 of the Land Use Bylaw) to the Future Planned Area of the Municipality.  
 
 
 
 

Discussion 
Density in the Corridor Region of East Hants is increasing. As a result, the ability to own certain livestock may 
not be appropriate due to noise, smell, or other issues. As presented by the written complaint to Council, and 
echoed by other residents in East Hants, roosters can be disturbing to residential areas. A rooster may 
continually crow throughout the day and night, which can be disturbing to neighbours. Therefore, staff 
recommend that roosters are not permitted in portions of the Municipality serviced by Municipal water and/or 
wastewater services, due to increasing densities in new neighbourhoods.   
  
 

Proposed Amendments  
Planning staff propose amending the Keeping of Poultry regulations by adding the following provision:  

b) Roosters shall not be permitted in areas where Municipal water and/or wastewater services are available.  

If Council would like to consider further restrictions on the Keeping of Poultry, staff recommend that further 
direction to staff is provided.   

 

Conclusion 
As per motion C21(327), Planning staff are recommending amendments to the Land Use Bylaw that will prohibit 
roosters in the areas of the Municipality that have Municipal water and wastewater services. As the 
Municipality continues to grow and our communities become denser, the ability to own certain livestock may 
not be appropriate due to noise, smell, or other issues. Roosters can be disturbing to residents if they 



  

  
 

continually crow throughout the day and therefore may not be appropriate for denser residential areas. 
Regulations proposed as part of this background paper will not come into effect until the Plan Update has been 
completed.  

 

Recommendation 
Authorize staff to amend the LUB to prohibit roosters in areas of the Municipality serviced by water and/or 
wastewater.  
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Sheralee Mitchell-MacEwan

Subject: FW: Request to Amend Land Use Bylaw - Keeping of Poultry

 

From: Alana Croft  
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2021 11:33 AM 
To: Sheralee Mitchell-MacEwan <smacewan@easthants.ca> 
Subject: Request to Amend Land Use Bylaw - Keeping of Poultry 
 
Dear Warden and Council, 
 
We would like to request the Municipality review the provisions of the Land Use Bylaw that allow roosters to be kept in 
residential subdivisions. 
 
We are residents of a subdivision where a neighbour has recently added a very vocal rooster to their backyard.  After 
speaking with the By-law Enforcement officer, we were surprised to learn that the municipality's current Keeping of 
Poultry bylaw provision only addresses the containment of poultry and does not address the noise aspect.  
 
We have no concerns about living alongside a few backyard hens, but an active rooster crowing regularly throughout the 
day is another matter.  If we were living next to a farm property, such noise might be expected.  However, it is quite a 
different matter in a densely-populated subdivision of  relatively small lots.  When one resident in the middle of the 
subdivision adds a rooster to their backyard, effectively we all have a rooster in our backyard.  In our neighbourhood 
there are many residents that work from home, or on shift work, for whom a rooster crowing throughout the day at 
such close proximity is particularly disruptive, but certainly all residents should be entitled to enjoy our properties in 
reasonable peace.   
 
Thank you for considering our request. 
 
Respectfully, 
Reg and Alana Croft 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Verified virus free by MessageLabs 



From: Alana Croft
To: Debbie Uloth
Cc: John Woodford; Eldon Hebb
Subject: Follow-Up: Request to Amend By-Law regarding Keeping of Poultry
Date: Monday, January 3, 2022 6:43:39 PM
Attachments: New Recording 14.m4a

Hello Debbie,

Thank you for the call to advise that Council had considered our request regarding roosters in
subdivisions.  We have since had the opportunity to view the recording of Council’s November 24
meeting and would like to offer several clarifications to points raised as the councillors debated the
issue:

Our councillor mentioned that he also has roosters in his area, and they aren’t much bother.

Our request was specific to roosters in subdivisions, not all rural properties.  This rooster is
not just in “our area”, he is barely 100 ft from our house.  As mentioned in our previous
email, he is located in the middle of a densely populated subdivision where homes are
located closely together, side-to-side and back-to-back. 

Neighbourhoods also have noise from barking dogs and planes flying over.

Yes, this is absolutely true.  Planes fly over our house regularly.  And trucks drive by, people
mow their lawns, and kids sometimes make noise when they are outside playing.  To lump
our request regarding the rooster in with these types of noises is not at all a fair
characterization of the situation.

Noise from barking dogs is a more accurate comparison, and on that matter, we note that
Council does have a bylaw to deal with noise from excessive barking.

Roosters are not that loud and just crow a little in the morning.

The rooster in our subdivision begins before dawn, and continues at frequent intervals
throughout the entire day, often for 10 minutes at a time and rarely taking a break for more
than 30 minutes before starting again.

As for loudness, the attached sound clip was recorded from inside our home with the
window open just a crack.  When HRM staff looked at this issue in 2018, they reported that a
rooster's crow averages over 100 decibels at a distance of one metre, which is significantly
louder than the average dog bark and roughly the same as running a chain saw.

Not allowing roosters in subdivisions prevents young people from participating in 4-H.

We have friends and neighbours living in subdivisions whose kids are in dairy, beef, and goat
projects in 4-H.  Obviously, their project animals are not kept in the subdivision.  More
suitable living arrangements are made, and it does not prevent participation in 4-H.  

To be very clear, the situation we find ourselves in is not as was characterized during Council’s
discussion.  This is not a rooster who crows off in the distance for a few minutes each morning. 

Our subdivision convenants include the following text:

“No horses, cattle, hogs, sheep, poultry or other stock or animals other than household pets normally
permitted in private homes in urban residential areas shall be kept upon the said lands.”

We understand that covenants are to be enforced by the developer.  Our subdivision is almost 50
years old, making this a challenge.  While residents of newer subdivisions can turn to their developer
for support to deal with similar situations, we must rely on Council’s bylaws.  As such, we anxiously
await the outcome of the Planning review .

Sincerely,

mailto:alanacroft87@gmail.com
mailto:duloth@easthants.ca
mailto:jwoodford@easthants.ca
mailto:ehebb@easthants.ca



Reg & Alana Croft

  

________________________________________________________________________
Verified virus free by MessageLabs
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